
 

Kolkata Wedding Shopping: Bridal Boxed Invitation
Card Suite 2012
Frescoes Wedding Invitation Cards are the ultimate creations that fill your guests' hearts
with joy, warms their soul with promise and fuels their spirit with desire.

Kolkata, Feb 22, 2012 -- The invitations and stationery are an integral part of any
wedding and quite rightfully feature highly on the prospective Indian bride and
groom's to do list. After the Hindu marriage arrangements and the catering, wedding
invitations and quite often an order of service are the next things to do. Although it is
possible to obtain wedding stationery and wedding accessories from more generic
suppliers, to get the best results it is highly advisable to visit a marriage card design
specialist such as FRESCOES.

They approach their work with an undisguised passion and this is immediately
obvious from your first contact with them. A rarity in any sector they really do seem
to share the enthusiasm of the customer and do all in their power to ensure that the
build up to the big day is as stress free and seamless as possible, at least in regard to
the wedding invitations requirement. If you have investigated the possibility of
having your wedding stationery done by a more traditional print shop and weren't
really convinced that they could fulfill your requirements to the desired standard, take
a look into the highly acclaimed specialist Marriage Invitation Card providers that the
Kolkata/ Calcutta Wedding event sector has to offer.

Professional from start to finish FRESCOES designs original GIFT BOXES as
wedding favours. Here are some favors you could put in the boxes: Chocolates,
Sweets, Dry Fruits, Spices, Tea or Bottles. The BEST DEAL is that Frescoes also
provides you with a complete package including wedding Invitation, exclusive Gift
box and the favours like exotic chocolates or quality dryfruits like almonds and
cardamoms or kesar in beautiful packaging ready to be delivered to your guests'
doorstep to be cherished and remembered for years to come. A Gift box may come
with the name of the bride and groom, and date of the wedding imprinted, embossed
or laser-cut to perfection.

Frescoes Wedding Invitation Cards are crafted to redefine good taste with a touch of
grace.
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Navayug Creations: Wedding Invitation Cards, gift packaging with chocolates and
dry-fruit
8/1, Lal Bazar, Bikaner Buildings, 3rd floor, Kolkata-700001
033-40053156, 09230088873
invitationsbyfrescoes.wordpress.com
krishna.keyal@gmail.com

Contact Information:
Name: Arti Keyal

Company: Navayug Creations

Telephone: 09230088873

Email: artikeyal@gmail.com
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